Effective Conversations
Sometimes the hardest thing is not getting work done – it is finding someone to do it.
Suppose you are working in a large project and encounter a complex problem – a safety issue,
unallocated work, a mismatch between requirements and testing, or anything else that does not
clearly fall into the purview of a single team. Your duty is to report the issue, typically using some
kind of tracking system – and there your responsibility may end, at least for now.
It is the Quality Assurance (QA) team who must do something about the issue, which means first
finding someone to own it – and this is a gift that no-one wants. Most people are busy enough
already without being landed with new work, especially work that they may struggle to resolve
without the help of others.
Even if the QA team can find someone who has the necessary bandwidth, get their line manager
to agree to their participation, and get the persons themselves to commit to the work, the
ownership problem does not end there. The issue owner may then have to go round the same
loop multiple times in order to get other people on board whose help is also required for specific
purposes – and some of these people may have to do the same in turn.
On and on it goes, in a nested cycle of resource allocation negotiations, before the work required
to resolve the problem is even started.

Types of Conversation
This is a process problem, but not one that can be solved using project management, workflow or
case management techniques. None of these provides the right combination of real-time
response, flexibility and structure.
Rather, the secret is to recognize the common pattern underlying the resource allocations at
every level – namely, that there are 4 different kinds of conversations going on:
1. Context – defining the (sub-)issue
2. Possibility – finding someone potentially available to own the (sub-)issue
3. Disclosure – negotiating terms on which the potential owner is willing to resolve the
(sub-)issue
4. Action – defining, executing and monitoring a plan to resolve the (sub-)issue
Often some conversations will run in parallel, and some conversations will trigger subconversations (for example, when resolving an issue requires assigning separate people to deal
with different aspects). But however complex the work becomes, adopting this basic paradigm
allows the work as a whole to be managed in a simple, universal manner.
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Using Human Interaction Management (HIM) principles, such conversations are handled as Plan
Stages, in each of which people play Roles. Each Role has Activities that provide Deliverables,
which may be sub-Plans and which typically change as the work progresses.
Typical QA Issue Assignment Stages are shown in Table 1:
Table 1: Plan For QA Issue Assignment
Stage
Role
Activity
Report
QA Team
Describe Issue
Issue
Member

Approve
Resource

Accept
Issue
Resolve
Issue

Department
Manager
Issue Owner
Department
Manager
QA Team
Member
QA Team
Member
Issue Owner
Issue Owner

QA Team
Member

Issue Judgement
Issue Owner Judgement
Propose Resource
Accept Resource

Deliverables
Issue Description
Issue Domain
Issue Id
Pareto Diagram
Reason Code
Basis Code
Judgement
Issue Owner Judgement
Issue Owner Name
Issue Owner Email
Issue Owner Accepted

Rather than having a specific Activity, the QA Team Member
will negotiate with Issue Owner during this Stage
Accept Or Reject Issue
Issue Accepted
Execute Corrective And
Templates and sub-Plans for
Preventive Actions
doing the work itself
Describe Solution
Solution Description
Accept Or Reject Solution
Solution Accepted
Comments On Solution

It is common for the people playing the Department Manager and Issue Owner Roles to change
during the life of a particular Plan – for example, if the Department Manager has no-one available,
or the Issue Owner feels they are not well-suited to taking on the work.
It is also common for the Plan itself to change – for example, as it becomes clear that additional
information is required to identify the nature of the issue.
To illustrate the discussion of individual Stages below, I will show screenshots from HIM-based
software of a typical Plan template for QA Issue Assignment, which make it clear how
Deliverables from an Activity are used as inputs to Activities of other Roles in the same Stage.
However, there is no need to use dedicated software tools, since the same management
structures can be defined and implemented using a table or spreadsheet such as that shown
above.
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Context

Figure 1: Conversation for context

The first Stage in a typical QA issue resolution is the conversation for context, in which the
parties involved work together to define the issue itself. This Stage may be revisited as
understanding of the issue deepens.
Note that all 3 parties are involved in this Stage, since both the Department Manager and the
potential Issue Owner will need to confirm their understanding of the issue before agreeing to
help resolve it.
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Possibility

Figure 2: Conversation for possibility

The second Stage in a typical QA issue resolution is the conversation for possibility, in which
the QA Team Member negotiates with a resource owner to find someone that has the bandwidth
to take on the work.
This work may be revisited if negotiations with the potential issue owner during a later Stage
break down, or the person concerned has to drop out for some reason.
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Disclosure

Figure 3: Conversation for disclosure

The third Stage in a typical QA issue resolution is the conversation for disclosure, in which the
QA Team Member works with the potential issue owner to obtain their agreement to take on the
work.
This Stage may be revisited if the issue resolution work breaks down later on or it turns out that
the chosen person was not ideally suited to take ownership.
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Action

Figure 4: Conversation for action

The fourth and final Stage in a typical QA issue resolution is the conversation for action, in
which the problem owner initiates corrective/preventive actions and reports back to the other
interested parties.
This Stage often requires one or more sub-Plans to be initiated to resolve different aspects of the
issue. Templates for the sub-Plans, and the sub-Plans themselves, are key Deliverables in this
Stage. Work done in the sub-Plans is monitored from this Stage by the Issue Owner and used as
a basis for reporting to the Department Manager and QA Team Member.

Conversations are Everywhere
Resource allocation problems are common across organizational life, not just in QA issue
resolution. Carrying out transformational change, coordinating work across multiple government
agencies, resolving disputes with suppliers, collaborating to create a new form of product,
assigning people to support innovation ... all these situations and many more create the same
multi-layered web of complexity.
The way to unravel this web into clearly structured and hence manageable work is to recognize
that there are several types of negotiation going on, which re-occur in a similar way at every level.
By handling these negotiations as standard conversations, implemented as HIM Stages, they can
be planned and managed in real time.
Turning chaos to order in this way typically doubles productivity, or increases it even further if
supporting software tools are used. However, this is not the greatest advantage of the HIM
approach, which is to bring organizational change safely under management control, thus
empowering people to align their own work with high-level strategy. By helping people
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structure their human interactions, they can become not only efficient but also effective. Not only
can they do things right, but they can do the right things.

The Architecture for Collaboration Tools (ACT) Initiative
The HIM approach to collaborative work is one of many new and transformational approaches
emerging in response to a working world that is more connected than ever. In today’s rapidly
changing business environment all organizations must collaborate both internally and externally
to meet stakeholder needs, make the best use of resources and optimize the benefits they
deliver.
This is a challenge, since organizations are aware of the need to develop collaboration strategies
but the range of collaboration tools is bewildering. New techniques, methods and technologies
emerge continually and hundreds of these tools overlap in functionality. In short, there is no
standard way to identify the right combination of tools for your own needs – the best tools to
support your collaboration strategy.
If this challenge resonates with you, then you may be interested to know of a new international
research project: the Architecture for Collaboration Tools (ACT) Initiative. The ACT Initiative
brings together organizations and individuals with collaboration expertise in order to provide a
generic, independent collaboration framework that will enable organizations to develop their
future collaboration strategy and identify the most appropriate supporting collaboration methods,
techniques and technologies.
As well as myself, the core ACT Team includes Amanda Crouch, CEO and founder of the Global
Business Partnership Alliance, a research led organization that enables organizations to develop
effective business relationships and collaboration, and Frits Bussemaker, whose writing will be
familiar to BPTrends readers. Frits is partner with CIOnet, an European Community of over 2500
CIOs and direct reports, and founder/chairman of Dutch BPM-Forum, the Dutch chapter of
strategic-alliances.org and a community for Dutch members of parliament.
Organizations already participating in ACT include leading commercial companies, government
departments and industry bodies in many different sectors, as well as research organizations,
management schools, universities and independent thought leaders in the collaboration field. If
you would like to join them, get involved with ACT and be among the first to use the ACT
framework, then email us at
hello@collaboration-tools.info

Author
Keith Harrison-Broninski has been regarded as an IT and business thought leader since
publication of his book “Human Interactions: The Heart And Soul Of Business Process
Management” (Meghan-Kiffer Press, 2005 - "a must read for Process Professionals and Systems
Analysts alike"). Building on 20 years of research and insights from varied disciplines, his theory
of Human Interaction Management (HIM) provides a new way to describe and support
collaborative human work.
Conference organizers around the world regularly invite Keith to give keynote lectures to
business, IT and academic audiences at national conferences, most recently in Poland, India, the
Netherlands, the UK, Finland and Portugal.
Keith is CTO of Role Modellers, whose mission is to develop understanding and support of
human-driven processes - the field that Keith has pioneered. The Role Modellers software
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product HumanEdj leads the industry in computerized support for innovative, collaborative human
work and is free for individual use.
Keith stays active as a change management consultant, via which activity he continues to refine
and extend HIM theory and the associated methodology Goal-Oriented Organization Design
(GOOD).
More information about Keith and his work is available online (http://keith.harrison-broninski.info).
BPTrends Linkedin Discussion Group
We recently created a BPTrends Discussion Group on Linkedin to allow our members, readers
and friends to freely exchange ideas on a wide variety of BPM related topics. We encourage you
to initiate a new discussion on this publication or on other BPM related topics of interest to you, or
to contribute to existing discussions. Go to Linkedin and join the BPTrends Discussion Group.
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